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They don’t just want to stop them, try to eliminate them as much as possible!

A bloody battle is imperative!

now.

The trapped Tiance Superintendent was still in a stalemate.

His brain is still the thinker.

And the great disciple of the dark God God in front of him no longer knows how many wounds there are.

Obviously both sides have experienced struggles, and Tiance Shenshuai has the idea of going away.

Therefore, they would stab his flesh and blood with a single knife.

The dark god apprentice grinned and said, “Go! I’ll die with another one!”
Wrong.

It only takes one knife.

He must die!

struggle!

Tiance is struggling intensely…

To go or not to go?

Going can save Daxia.

But his own flesh and blood will undoubtedly die!

These two are cruel and will definitely kill them.

Just now he watched this group of guys stabbed the big apprentice more than ten times with his own
eyes…

“Don’t kill him! I won’t leave!”

Tiance Shenshuai is really going crazy.

…

Everything is in accordance with the expected development of the Gods Laboratory.

Even the momentum is better.

At this time, all parts of the world almost knew the news of the giant creatures attacking Daxia.

The whole world is in an uproar!

After all, a few days ago, all parts of the world were attacked by giant creatures.

Now I heard that Daxia was attacked again, and it was such a powerful time.

The whole world was shocked.

Panicking everywhere!

Even fell into panic.

After all, the giant creatures this time are terrible.

Even Daxia couldn’t stop her, and she was losing ground.

Now the loss is too great.

How can other countries not be afraid?

The Black Hawk agent has been escorted to the Warhawk Nation.

In Mr. X’s opinion, he has no threat.

Can be let go.

After returning to the Sky Shield Bureau.

Agent Black Hawk didn’t expect the boss of the Sky Shield Bureau Smith to find him.

“Nothing! Let them kill each other!”

Agent Black Hawk was surprised.

It seems that the Sky Shield Bureau already knew that he had used the authority for the Lab of the Gods
to hide Leviathan under the energy power station.

